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I 

3,278,900 
CHARACTER RECOGNITION SYSTEM EMPLOY 
ING PULSE TIME INTERVAL MEASUREMENT 

Billy G. Wood, Apalachin, N.Y., assignor to International 
Business Machines Corporation, New York, N.Y., a 
corporation of New York 

Filed Apr. 1, 1963, Ser. No. 269,537 
4 Claims. (Cl. 34(l—146.3) 

This invention relates to a character recognition sys 
tem and, more particularly, to an improved pulse time 
interval measuring system for determining the sequence 
and time separation of character representing pulses. 

Various methods and arrangements for the identi?ca 
tions of printed characters are already known. In some 
of these methods the characters are scanned along certain 
lines and the transitions from the character ?eld to the 
character or conversely are determined for the evaluation 
purpose. In other methods, the scanning ?eld is divided 
into a scanning raster and each of the raster elements is 
examined with respect to the black and white portions 
of the characters. With all of the conventional methods, 
the scanning operation may be accomplished either opti 
cally or magnetically depending on how the characters are 
arranged on the record medium. In order that it may be 
possible for the scanning results, which ?nally exist as 
electrical signals, to be assigned to the characters to be 
identi?ed, it is necessary in most cases to provide a stor 
age device in which the incoming signals are at ?rst stored 
and from there applied to an evaluating con?guration. 
The ‘subject matter of the present invention concerns 

the automatic identi?cation of characters in character 
recognition systems of the type in which the vertical 
edges of the characters to be recognized are utilized as 
at least one criteria of the identi?cation of the character. 
The characters to be recognized are sliced vertically into 
a plurality of adjacent zones. Information which may be 
useful in determining the character is the leading and 
trailing edges of the vertical contour of the character. To 
obtain this information, it is necessary to determine, with 
respect to a suitable datum, such as the starting point of 
the ?rst character zone, the relative times of occurrence 
of intercept with the leading and trailing edge of the char 
acter contours. 

Accordingly, a principal object of this invention is to 
provide an improved time interval measuring system. 

Another object of the invention is to provide an im 
proved time interval measuring system for detecting the 
relative times of occurrence of a succession of distinctive 
events. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide an 
improved time interval measuring system which is capa 
ble of quantitatively distinguishing between the relative 
time of occurrence of a succession of distinctive events. 
A further object of the invention is to determine the 

presence or absence of a signal at predetermined points 
along a character sensing cycle. 

Brie?y described, the present invention contemplates 
a pattern recognition system in which characters are re 
corded with magnetic ink. The data can then be read 
by passing each character successively under a reading 
head.‘ The output of the reading head produces a re 
sultant wave shape which is uniquely characteristic for 
each different character. The output of the reading head 
is passed through an ampli?er and quantizer with output 
bit signals therefrom occurring at different times with re 
spect to a reference starting time. The bit signals serve 
to gate the output of pulse generating circuitry for appli 
cation to pulse width analyzing circuitry for determining 
the presence or obsence of ‘bit signals at predetermined 
times, and with the output therefrom being insertable 
into a three level shift register. The bit signals also serve 
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to controllably gate the input to the shift registers. The 
outputs of the shift registers are representative of the 
character stored therein and are applied to a coincidence 
circuit arrangement for subsequent utilization by auto 
matic data-processing equipment. 
The foregoing and other objects, features, and advan 

tages of the invention will be apparent from the following 
more particular description of- a preferred embodiment of 
the invention, as illustrated in the accompany drawings. 

In the drawings: 
FIGS. 1a through 10 form a schematic block diagram 

of the circuits of a preferred embodiment of the invention 
for a pulse time interval measuring system. 
FIG. 2 is a diagram showing the manner in which 

FIGS. la through 1c should be joined together. 
FIG. 3 is a coincidence circuit arrangement for the 

output of the shift registers shown in FIG. 1c to enable 
character decoding. 
FIG. 4 is a circuit detail for a trigger circuit of the 

type employed in the latches shown in FIG. 111. 
FIG. 5 is the circuit detail for a trigger circuit of the 

type employed in the counter circuits shown in FIG. 1b. 
FIG. 6 is the circuit detail for a double gated trigger 

circuit of the type employed in the ?rst stage of the shift 
registers shown in FIG. 10. 

FIG. 7 is the circuit detail for a trigger circuit of the 
type employed in the second and remaining stages of 
the shift registers shown in FIG. 10. 
FIGS. 8a and 8b are diagrammatic showings of the 

font for the characters 4 and 8 to an enlarged scale and as 
adapted for evaluation by the pulse time interval measur 
ing system of the instant invention. 
FIG. 8c is a diagrammatic showing of the font for the 

characters 0 through 9 and 4 special characters. 
FIG. 9 is a diagrammatic presentation of the wave 

forms capable of being sensed by the pulse time interval 
measuring system of the present invention. 
FIG. 10 is a character chart showing the zone and 

signal breakdown for the digital characters 0 through 9 
and 4 special characters. 
FIG. 11 is a schematic flow diagram of a pulse time 

interval measuring system. 
Reference is made to FIGS. 8a and 8b, which show 

the exemplary numbers 4 and 8 which are printed in a 
type font in accordance with the method of this inven 
tion. The characters are recorded with a magnetic ink. 
The records having characters imprinted thereon are 
transported so that the characters will pass in sequence 
under a character sensing or reading device. The out 
put obtained from the reading device for each character 
is a signal having a wave shape which is characteristic 
of the character being sensed by the sensing device. 
Changes in the signal caused by the presence or absence 
or by the increase or decrease of magnetic ink at pre 
determined zone points of the character are converted 
into character representing signals by the apparatus to be 
described hereinafter. 
With reference to FIGS. 8a and 8b it may be noted that 

the characters are divided vertically into a plurality of 
adjacent zones. Signi?cant changes in the increase or 
decrease of magnetic ink occurs at the zone dividing lines. 
The changes due to an increase serve to induce a plus 
signal in the sensing device and changes due to a de 
crease of magnetic ink serve to induce minus signals in 
the sensing device. Fundamentally, these plus and minus 
signals serve to control the pulse time interval measur 
ing system of the instant invention. 
FIGS. 4 through 7 show transistorized trigger circuits 

of the “?ip-?op” variety. For example, the triggers 
shown in FIGS. 4 through _7 are of the type which re 
quire the application of a gate pulse to either the “on” 
side or the “off” side in order for the application of the 
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A.C. pulse to be eifective for causing a switching action 
of the trigger circuit. The triggers of FIGS. 4, 5, and 7 
can be set or reset ‘by application of a DC. pulse applied 
to the appropriate set or reset terminal. FIG. 5 shows a 
trigger particularly adapted for use in a binary counter 
arrangement wherein the application of a pulse to the set 
terminal causes the trigger to switch in one direction and 
the application of the next subsequently occurring pulse 
to the same terminal causes the trigger to reset to its 
original state. 
The principal circuits of the pulse time interval measur 

ing system are illustrated in block diagram form in FIGS. 
1a through 1c. FIG. 2 shows the manner in which these 
views should be assembled. 

Referring to FIGS. la through 10, the passing of record 
mediums having characters printed thereon under the 
sensing device 10 will induce plus and minus signals in 
the sensing device 10 in a prescribed pattern according 
to the character being sensed. The leading edge of all 
characters will cause 'a plus signal to be induced in the 
sensing device 10. Subsequently occurring increases and 
decreases in the magnetic ink of each character will 
cause subsequently occurring plus and minus signals, 
respectively. This condition will become more fully 
apparent as the description proceeds. 

Actually, there are three different basic types of con 
ditions that may occur in a character sensing operation 
and which affect the operation of pulse time interval 
measuring system. These conditions are illustrated in 
FIG. 9 wherein condition “1” shows two consecutive 
occurring pulses; condition “2” exempli?es a double 
width positive pulse condition which may extend into 
the next subsequently occurring zone; and condition “3” 
where a plus pulse in zone 1 is not followed by a pulse in 
the next subsequently occurring zone. The operation 
of the pulse time measuring system will now be de 
scribed for each of the above-mentioned conditions, to 
illustrate how the system functions to achieve the in 
tended performance. 

Condition “1 ” 

For condition “1” the leading edge of a character in 
duces in the sensing device 10 a signal which is coupled 
to an ampli?er 11 wherein the signal is ampli?ed and 
then coupled to the plus quantizer 12. The leading edge 
of the plus signal output from the plus quantizer 12 
serves to turn the plus latch 13 “on.” When the plus 
latch 13 goes “on,” the output from the the “on” side 
is applied to the “o??” side input of the J stage of the 
plus shift register 14 thereby triggering the J stage to 
an “off” state. The “off” side output from the J stage of 
the plus shift register 14 is applied as a gate to the AND 
switch 16 of character latch 15. Also, when the plus 
latch 13 goes “on” the output from the “on” side is 
applied to the OR switch 17 of the character latch 15 
with the output from the OR switch 17 being applied 
to the AND switch 16. The coincident inputs to AND 
switch 16 serve to provide a character latch 15 output 
which is then applied as a gate to the AND switch 18. 
A free-running pulse generator 19 is adapted to pro 

duce clock pulses at a predetermined frequency. These 
clock pulses are applied to the half-rate pulse generator 
20 which functions to produce half-rate clock pulses. 
The plus signal output from quantizer 12 is coupled 

through the OR switch 21 and applied as a gate to the 
“on” side of the plus-minus signal latch 22. The next 
occurring clock pulse will turn the plus-minus signal 
latch 22 “on.” The “on” side output from the plus 
minus signal latch 22 applied as a gate to the AND 
switch 23 and will gate half-rate clock pulses from the 
pulse generator 20 into the ?rst stage of the Width 
counter 24. The output of AND switch 23 is also 
passed through the OR switch 25, the AND switch 18 
and the OR switch 42 for introducing half-rate clock 
pulses into the pulse counter 26. At the trailing end of 
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4 
the plus pulse in zone 1 a total of 12 pulses at the half 
clock rate will have been introduced into both the width 
counter 24 and the pulse counter 26, but these counts are 
ineffective at this instant. 
The absence of the plus pulse output from quantizer 

12 and to the input of inverter 27 provides a gate to the 
“off” side of the plus-minus signal latch 22. The plus 
minus signal latch 22 will be triggered to an “off” state 
by the next occurring clock pulse. The plus-minus 
signal latch 22 in the “off” state removes the gate from 
the AND switch 23 and provides a gate to the AND 
switch 28 to enable passage of clock pulses therethrough. 
The clock pulses are coupled through AND switch 28, 
OR switch 25, AND switch 18 and OR switch 42 and 
serve to pulse the pulse counter 26 at the full clock rate. 
The “off” signal output of the plus-minus signal latch 
22 is coupled through the OR switch 29 and serves to 
trigger the bit insert latch 30 into an “on” state. The 
output from the “on” side of the bit insert latch 30 serves 
to gate the count output from the width counter 24 
through the switches 31 and into the pulse counter 26, 
which is insigni?cant at this instant. The “on” signal 
output from the bit insert latch 30 coincident with the 
gate provided by the plus latch 13 “on” output triggers 
the H stage of the plus shift register 14 into an “on” 
state, and coincident with the not-minus gate provided 
by the “off” output of the minus latch 41 serves to insure 
the H stage of the minus shift register 36 remains in an 
“off” state. The “on” signal output from the bit insert 
latch 30 triggers the plus latch 13 into an “oil” state. 
The “on” signal output from the bit insert latch 30 also 
gates the AND switch 32 to enable the next occurring 
clock pulse to trigger the bit insert latch 30 into an “off” 
state, and gates the delay latch 33 to that the next 
occurring clock pulse will trigger the delay latch 33 into 
an “on” state. The delay latch 33 “on” output gates the 
“01f” side of the latch for the next occurring clock pulse 
to eifectively turn “oif” the delay latch 33. Thus, the 
delay latch 33 remains “on” for one clock pulse time. 
The delay latch 33 “o ” output serves to trigger and reset 
the width counter 24. 

Summarizing the operation thus far, we have inserted 
a plus signal condition into the H stages of the plus shift 
register 14 and the minus shift register 36, which is :repre 
sented by the H stage of the plus shift register 14 being 
in an “on” state and the H stage of the minus shift register 
36 being in an “off” state. 
During the interval between the trailing edge of the 

plus pulse in the ?rst zone and the leading edge of the 
plus pulse in the second zone FIG. 9, clock pulses are 
introduced into the pulse counter 26 at the full clock 
rate. At the leading edge of the plus pulse in zone two, 
the output from quantizer 12 will turn “on” the plus 
latch 13 which, in turn, provides the gate for the “on” 
side of the H stage of the plus shift register 14, and pro 
vides a gate for the “on” side of the plus-minus signal 
latch 22 which will be triggered to an “on” state by the 
next occurring clock pulse. This control causes half~ 
rate clock pulses to be introduced into the width counter 
24 and into the pulse counter 26, in the same manner 
as previously described for the plus pulse in the ?rst 
zone. At the leading edge of the plus pulse in zone 
two, the count in pulse counter 24 will be zero and the 
pulse count in pulse counter 26 will be approximately 
36 comprising the 12 pulses introduced during the plus 
pulse time in zone 1 and the full clock rate of 24 
pulses introduced between the plus pulses in zone one 
and zone two. 

At the trailing edge of the plus signal in zone two, the 
output from the plus quantizer 12 will cease and there 
will be no input to inverter 27 which will provide a gate 
for the “off” side of the plus-minus signal latch 22 which 
will be triggered “off” by the succeeding clock pulse. 
The switching of the plus-minus signal latch 22 to an 
“off” state will terminate the input of half-rate clock 
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pulses to the width counter 24 and pulse counter 26 and 
provide a gate to AND switch 28 to start the ?ow of 
clock rate pulses into the pulse counter 26. The “off” 
signal output from the plus-minus signal latch 22 coupled 
through OR switch 29 will trigger the bit insert latch 
36) “on.” The “on” output from the bit insert latch 30 
is coupled through OR switch 38 and serves to shift the 
state of all stages of the plus shaft register 14 and the 
minus shift register 36 one position to the right. The 
“on” output from the bit insert latch 30 coincident with 
the gate provided by- the plus latch 13 “on” output will 
trigger the H stage of the plus shift register 14 to an 
“on” state and coincident with the not-minus gate pro 
vided by the “off” output of the minus latch 41 serves 
to insure or trigger the H stage of the minus shift register 
36 to an “off” state. The “on” output from the bit insert 
latch 30 will reset the pulse counter 26 to a count of 
12 which has been stored in the width counter 24 through 
the medium of coincident inputs to switches 31. The 
“on” output from bit latch 30 will also trigger the plus 
latch 13 “off,” gate the delay latch 33 for switching by 
the next occurring clock pulse, and gate the bit insert 
latch 30 for the next occurring clock pulse. The next 
occurring clock pulse triggers the delay latch 33 “off” 
and the “off” output serves to reset the width counter 
24 to a zero condition. 

Recapitulating, we have now shown how the two plus 
signals occuring in zone one and zone two have been in 
troduced into the plus shift register 14 and the minus 
shift register 36 which is represented by the G and H 
stages of the plus shift register 14 being in an “on” 
state and the G and H stages of the minus shift register 
36 being in an “off” state. 

Condition “2” 

In FIG. 9 is may be noted that the plus pulse condition 
is double width and extends from the beginning of zone 
one into zone two, and may or may not be followed by 
a plus condition in zone three. The leading edge of a 
character passing under sensing device 10 will cause a 
plus signal output from quantizer 12, in the same manner 
as previously described. The leading edge of the plus 
signal in zone one will trigger the plus latch 13 to an 
“on” state. The “on” output from plus latch 13 will 
provide a gate for the “on” side of the H stage of the 
plus shift register 14, turns “off” the J stage of the plus 
shift register 14 ‘which gates AND switch 16 of character 
latch 15. The plus signal output from plus latch 13 
turns the character latch 15 “on” and provides a gate to 
the AND switch 18. The leading edge of the plus signal 
in zone one also provides a gate to the plus-minus signal 
latch 22 which will be turned “on” by the next occurring 
clock pulse. The “on” signal output from the plus 
minus signal latch 22 provide a gate to the AND switch 
23 to enable half-rate clock pulses to be coupled through 
AND switch 23 and introduced as inputs to the width 
counter 24; and coupled through the OR switch 25, AND 
switch 18 and OR switch 42 provides half-rate clock pulse 
inputs to the pulse counter 26. Since the pulse signal 
condition in zone one extends to the leading edge of zone 
two half-rate clock pulses being introduced into width 
counter 24 will be at the beginning of zone two time have 
arrived at a quantity of 24 pulses. With the width counter 
24 standing at a count of 24 pulses, the “on” output from 
stage 16 and stage 8 are coupled to the AND switch 34. 
The coincident input to AND switch 34 provides an out 
put which is coupled through OR switch 29 and serves to 
trigger the bit insert latch 30 into an “on” state. The 
“on” signal output from bit insert latch 30 will serve 
to trigger the H stage of the plus shift register 14 to an 
“on” state; will trigger the H stage of the minus shift 
register 36 to an “off” state; will provide a gating pulse 
to the switches 31 for the purpose of transferring the 24 
count from the width counter 24 into the pulse counter 
26; and will also trigger the pulse latch 13 to an “off” 
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state. The “on” signal output from bit insert latch 30 
will also provide gates for the delay latch 33 and the 
AND switch 32. The next occurring clock rate pulse ap 
plied through AND switch 32 will trigger the bit insert 
latch 30 “off” and will trigger the delay latch 33 “on.” 
The next occurring clock rate pulse will trigger the delay 
latch 33 “01f” with the “off” output signal from delay latch 
33 serving to reset the ‘width counter 24 to a zero state. 
At the trailing edge of the plus pulse occurring in zone 

two, the output from the plus quantizer 12 will cease and 
there will be no input to inverter 27 which will provide 
a gate for the “off” side of the plus-minus signal latch 
22 which will be triggered “off” by the succeeding clock 
pulse. The switching of the plus-minus signal latch 22 
to an “off” state will terminate the input of half-rate 
clock pulses to the width counter 24 and pulse counter 
26 and provide a gate to AND switch 28 to start the 
?ow of clock rate pulses into the pulse counter 26. The 
“off” signal output from the plus-minus signal latch 22 
coupled through OR switch 29 will trigger the bit insert 
latch 30 “on.” The “on” output from the bit insert latch 
30 is coupled through OR switch 38 and serves to shift 
the state of all stages of the plus shift register 14 and 
the minus shift register 36 one position to the right. The 
“on” output from the bit insert latch 30 coincident with 
the gate provided by the plus latch 13 “on” output will 
trigger the H stage of the plus shift register 14 to an 
“on” state and coincident with the not-minus gate pro 
vided by the “off” output of the minus latch 41 serves 
to insure or trigger the H stage of the minus shift register 
36 to an “off” state. The “on” output from the bit in 
sert latch 30 ‘will reset the pulse counter 26 to a count 
of 12 which has been stored in the width counter 24 
through the medium of coincident inputs to switches 31. 
The “on” output from bit latch 30 ‘will also trigger the 
plus latch 13 “off,” gate the delay latch 33 for switching 
by the next occurring clock pulse, and gate the bit in 
sert latch 30 for the next occurring clock pulse. The 
next occurring clock pulse triggers the delay latch 33 “off” 
and the “off” output serves to reset the width counter 24 
to a zero condition. 

Summarizing, it has been shown how a double width 
plus pulse in zone one and extending into zone two has 
served to introduce two bit inserts into the H and G 
stages of the plus shift register 14 and the minus shift 
register 36, which is represented by the H and G stages 
of the plus shift register 14 being in an “on” state and 
the H and G stages of the minus shift register 36 being 
in an “off” state. The double width pulse in zone one 
may or may not be followed by another plus signal con 
dition in zone three. In the event that there is a plus 
signal condition in zone three, the sequence of operation 
for pulsing the counters 24 and 26 will be the same as 
previously described for the plus pulse in zone two of con 
dition one. In the absence of a plus signal in zone three, 
the operations of the circuitry become apparent from the 
now to be described operations for conditions “3.” 

Condition “3” 

Referring to FIG. 9, there is shown a plus signal in 
zone one which is not followed by any signal in zone 
two. The operations of the circuit will be the same as for 
the plus pulse occurring in zone one of condition one, as 
previously described. During the plus signal state in zone 
one, half-rate clock pulses will be introduced into the 
width counter 24 and into the pulse counter 26. At trail 
ing edge of the plus signal in zone one, a bit insert opera 
tion will be effected in the same manner as previousiy de 
scribed to turn the H stage of the plus shift register 14 
to an “on” state and the H stage of the minus shift register 
36 to an “off” state. The plus-minus signal latch 22 
will be turned “off” and the “on” signal output will ter 
minate thereby stopping the ?ow of half-rate clock pulses 
through AND switch 23 for insertion into the width 
counter 24. The “off” signal output from the plus-minus 
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signal latch 22 will be applied to AND switch 28 and 
serve to gate full clock rate pulses therethrough and the 
output ‘from AND switch 28 will pass through the OR 
switch 25, the AND switch 18 and the OR switch 42 
serving to introduce full rate clock pulses into the pulse 
counter 26. At the trailing edge of the plus signal in zone 
one, the pulse counter 26 will stand at approximately 
a twelve count due to the flow of half rate pulses into the 
pulse counter during the plus signal time in zone one. 
Flow rate clock pulses will be introduced into the pulse 

counter 26 until a point approximately 3%; of the way 
through zone two, as indicated by the arrow. At this time 
the pulse count in pulse counter 26 will reach a quantity 
of 72. The “on” signal output from stages 64 and 8 of 
pulse counter 26 will be coincidently applied to the AND 
switch 34. The output from AND switch 34 will be ap 
plied to the “on” side of zero insert latch 35 and serve 
to trigger this latch to an “on” state. The “on” signal 
output from the zero insert latch 35 is coupled through 
the OR switch 38 and serves to shift all stages of the plus 
shift register 14 and the minus shift register 36, one posi 
tion to the right. The same zero insert latch “on” out 
put applied in coincidence with the not-plus gate from 
the “off” side of the plus latch 13 to the H stage of the 
plus shift register 14 and in coincidence with the not 
minus gate from the “off” side of the minus latch 41 
to the H stage of the minus shift register 36 serves to 
trigger the H stages to an “off” state. The “on” signal 
output from the zero insert latch 35 serves to reset counter 
26 to a value of 24 by applying a sign-a1 through the 
OR switch 37 to stage 64 of the pulse counter 26 to 
trigger the stage to an “off” state, and is applied through 
the OR switch 39 to trigger stage 16 of the pulse counter 
26 to an “on” state. The zero insert latch 35 “on” out 
put also serves to gate the “off” side of the zero insert 
latch 35 so that the succeeding clock pulse will trigger 
the latch to an “off” state. 

Clock rate pulses will continue to be entered into the 
pulse counter 26 and should there be an absence of a 
signal in zone three, the count in pulse counter 26 will 
again reach a quantity of 72 and the zero insert opera 
tion described above will be repeated serving to shift all 
the stored conditions in the plus shift register 14 and the 
minus shift register 36 one position to the right, and 
to introduce zeros into the H stages of the shift regis— 
ters 14 and 36, as described above. 

Summarizing the conditions of operation for condi 
tion “3,” it has been shown how the absence of pulses 
have been detected through the medium of pulse counts 
and the representative zero state has been stored for each 
such zone condition in the plus and minus shift registers 
14 and 36, respectively. 
While the circuit operations described above for each 

of the three conditions have been described in conjunc 
tion with plus signals, it is to be pointed out that minus 
signals are equally effective in controlling the circuitry. 
Referring to FIG. 10, it may be noted that all characters 
begin with a plus signal and may then be followed by a 
plus signal, a minus signal, or no signal. For example, 
the digit character “4” shown in FIG. 8a and in the chart 
of FIG. 10 is characterized by a plus signal in zone 1, 
no signal in zone 2, and a minus signal in zone 3, etc. 
The minus signal beginning at the leading edge of zone 
3 will be detected by the sensing device 10 and coupled 
to ampli?er 11 wherein the signal is ampli?ed and then 
coupled to the minus quantizer 40. The signal output 
from the quan-tizer 40 serves to turn the minus latch 41 
“on” in the same manner that the plus signal output 
from quantizer 12 turned “on” the plus latch 13. The 
“on” signal output from the minus latch 41 serves to 
gate the “on” side of the H stage of the minus shift reg 
ister 36 while the “off” signal from the plus latch 13 
serves to gate the “off” side of the H stage of the plus 
shift register 14 for a bit insert entry to be effected by 
the bit insert latch 30 being triggered “on” thereby serv 
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8 
ing to trigger the H stage of the plus shift 14 “o ” and 
the H stage of the minus shift register 36 “on.” Other 
wise, the control process for gating clock and half—rate 
clock pulses into the width counter 24 and pulse counter 
26 are the same as described above for the plus pulse 
conditions. 
Summarizing the operation thus far described, it has 

been shown how plus pulses are entered into the H stage 
of the plus shift register 14 as an “on” state, minus pulses 
are entered into the H stage of the minus shift register 
36 as an “on” state, and a no-pulse condition is entered 
into the H stage of both the plus shift register 14 and 
the minus register 36 as an “off” state. It has also been 
shown how the shift registers 14 and 36 are shifted one 
position to the right just prior to a bit insert or zero in 
sert operation. 
A single character sensing operation is terminated 

when the ?rst plus signal occurring in zone 1 and en 
tered into the plus shift register has been shifted from 
the A stage to the J stage thereby turning the J stage 
“on.” The switch of the J stage to the “on” state termi 
nates the gate for character latch 15 and serves to reset 
all stages of both the plus and shift registers to an “off" 
state and in readiness for the next character sensing op 
eration. Prior to the reset of the shift registers, the co 
incident output of the plus and minus shift registers 14 
and 36 are applied to the AND switching con?gurations 
shown in FIG. 3 and enables the character evaluatian 
for each character for transmission to utilization means. 
Thus, there has been described a novel and useful ar 
rangement of circuitry which enables the sensing of char 
acter data that has been recorded on record mediums 
in magnetic ink. 

While the width counter 24 and the pulse counter 26 
have been arbitrarily adapted to operate in a controlling 
manner on counts of 24 and '72, respectively, it may be 
pointed out that other arbitrary counting arrangements 
could be made to work equally as well without depart 
ing from the spirit of the invention. 

While the invention has been particularly shown and 
described with reference to a preferred embodiment there 
of, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that 
the foregoing and other changes in form and details may 
be made therein without departing from thespirit and 
scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: _ 
1. A character recognition measuring system com 

prising: 
(a) a sensing device, 
(b) means for moving said sensing device and a docu 
‘ment relative to one another at a substantially con 
stant velocity to successfully pass each character to 
be read on the document under said sensing device. 

(c) pulse quantizing means coupled with said sens 
ing device and adapted to provide a plurality of 
bit representing pulses of plus and minus polarity in 
responsive to the passing of a character under said 
sensing device, the pattern of pulses being different 
for each different character to be sensed, 

(d) storage means having a ?rst level including a plur 
ality of stages for storing bit representing pulses of 
one polarity and a second level including a plurality 
of stages for storing bit representing pulses of the op 
posite polarity, 

(e) gating means coupled with the inputs to the ?rst 
and second levels of said storage means, said gating 
means being normally closed, 

(f) a bistable bit insert switching means adapted to 
be switched from a normal stable state to the other 
stable state, 

(g) control means coupled with said pulse quantizing 
means and responsive to the leading edge of the bit 
representing pulses for opening said gating means (e), 
and responsive to the trailing edge of the bit repre 
senting pulses for switching said bistable bit insert 
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switching means from its normally stable state to its 
other stable state with the output therefrom being 
coincidentally applied to said gating means (e) in 
its opened condition for introducing plus or minus 
vbit representing pulses into the ?rst or second levels, 
respectively, of said storage means, 

(h) a pulse generator capable of producing pulses at 
a predetermined frequency, 

(i) a binary pulse counter, 
(j) second gating means coupling said pulse generator 

to the input of said binary pulse counter, the second 
gating means being normally closed, 

(k) second control means coupled with said plus quan 
tizing means and responsive to the leading edge of 
the bit representing pulses for opening said second 
gating means (j) and responsive to the trailing edge 
of the bit representing pulses for restoring the gate 
to its normally closed condition, 

(1) a coincidence switching device coupled with the out 
put of said binary pulse counter adapted to be op 
erative when the pulse count in said binary pulse 
counter reaches a predetermined quantity and opera 
tive to switch and bistable bit insert switching means 
from its normal stable state to its other stable state 
with the output therefrom being coincidentally ap 
plied to the gating means 

(e) in its opened condition for introducing a plus 
or minus bit representing pulse into the ?rst or second 
level, respectively, of said storage means, 

(In) means controlled by said bistable bit insert switch 
ing means (f) for resetting said binary pulse counter 
to a zero quantity, and 

(n) character evaluation means coupled with the out 
puts of said storage means. 

2. A character recognition measuring system compris 
ing: 

(a) a sensing device, 
(b) means for moving said sensing device and a docu 
ment relative to one another at a substantially con 
stant velocity to successively pass each character to 
be read on the document under said sensing device, 

(c) pulse quantizing means coupled with said sensing 
device and adapted to provide a plurality of bit rep 
resenting pulses of plus and minus polarity in re 
sponse to the passing of a character under said sens 
ing device, the pattern of pulses beign different for 
each dilferent character to be sensed, 

(d) storage means having a ?rst level including a plu 
rality of stages for storing bit representing pulses of 
one polarity and a second level including a plurality 
of stages for storing bit representing pulses of the 
opposite polarity, 

(e) gating means coupled with the inputs to the ?rst 
and second levels of said storage means, said gating 
means being normally closed, 

(f) a bistable bit insert switching means adapted to be 
switched from a normally stable state to the other 
stable state, ' 

(g) control means coupled with said pulse quantizing 
means and responsive to the leading edge of the bit 
representing pulses for opening said gating means 
(e), and responsive to the trailing edge of the bit 
representing pulses for switching said bistable bit 
insert switching means from its normally stable state 
to its other stable state with the output therefrom be 
ing coincidentally applied to said gating means (e) 
in its opened condition for introducing plus or minus 
bit representing pulses into the ?rst or second levels, 
respectively, of said storage means, 

(h) a pulse generator capable of producing pulses at a 
predetermined frequency, 

(i) a binary pulse counter, 
(j) second gating means coupling said pulse generator 

to the input of said binary pulse counter, the second 
gating means being normally closed, 
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(k)'second control means coupled with said pulse 
quantizing means and responsive to the absence of 
bit representing pulses for opening said second gating 
means (3') for introducing pulses into said binary 
pulse counter, 

' (l) a bistable zero insert switching means adapted to 
be switched from a normally stable state to its other 
stable state and coupled with the output of said sec 
ond binary pulse counter and adapted to be switched 
when the count in said binary pulse counter reaches 
a predetermined quantity, with the output from said 
bistable zero insert switching means serving to intro 
duce a no~pulse condition into both the plus and 
minus levels of said storage means, 

(In) means controlled by said bistable zero insert 
switch-ing means for resetting said second binary 
pulse counter to a lower predetermined value, and 

(n) characterevaluation means coupled with the out 
puts of said storage means. 

3. A character recognition system comprising: 
(a) a sensing device, 
(b) means for moving said sensing device and a docu 
ment relative to one another at a substantially con 
stant velocity to successively pass each character to 
be read on the document under said sensing device, 

(0)’ pulse quantizing means coupled with said sensing 
device and adapted to provide a plurality of bit rep 
resenting pulses of plus and minus polarity in re 
sponse to the passing of a character under said sens 
ing device, the pattern of pulses being different for 
each different character to be sensed, 

(d) storage means having a ?rst level including a plu 
rality of stages for storing bit representing pulses of 
one polarity and a second level including a plurality 
of stages for storing bit representing pulses of the 
opposite polarity, 

(e) gating means coupled with the inputs to the ?rst 
and second levels of said storage means, said gating 
being normally closed, 

(f) a bistable bit insert switching means adapted to 
be switched from a normally stable state to the other 
stable state, 

(g) control means coupled with said pulse quantizing 
means and responsive to the leading edge of the bit 
representing pulses for opening said gating means 
(e), and responsive to the trailing edge of the bit 
representing pulses for switching said bistable bit in 
sert switching means from its normally stable state 
with the output therefrom being coincidentally 
applied to said gating means (e) in its opened Icon 
dit-ion for introducing plus or minus bit representing 
pulses into the ?rst or second levels, respectively, of 
said storage means, 

(h) a ?rst pulse generator capable of producing pulses 
at a predetermined frequency, 

(i) a second pulse generator capable of producing 
pulses at half the frequency of said ?rst pulse gen 
erator, 

(j) a binary pulse counter, 
(k) second gating means coupling said second pulse 

generator to the input of said binary pulse counter, 
the gating means being normally closed, 

(1) second control means coupled with said pulse 
quantizing means and responsive to the leading edge 
of the bit representing pulses for opening said second 
gating means (k) and responsive to the trailing edge 
of the bit representing pulses for restoring said gate 
to its normally closed condition, 

(In) a coincidence switching device coupled with the 
output of said binary pulse counter adapted to be 
operative when the pulse count in said binary pulse 
counter reaches a predetermined quantity and oper 
ative to switch said bistable bit insert switching means 
from its normal stable state to its other stable state 
with the output therefrom being coincidentally 
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applied to the gating means (e) in its opened con 
dition for introducing a plus or minus bit represent 
ing pulse into the ?rst or second level, respectively, 
of said storage means, 

(11) means controlled by said bistable bit insert switch 
ing means (if) for resetting said binary pulse counter 
to a zero quantity, 

(0) a second bir'iary pulse counter, 
(p) third gating means coupling said ?rst pulse gen 

erator to the input of said second binary pulse 
counter, the gating means being normally closed, 

(q) third control means coupled with said pulse quan 
tizing means and responsive to the absence of bit 
representing pulses for opening said third gating 
means (p) for introducing pulses ‘into said second 
binary pulse counter, 

(r) a bistable zero insert switching means adapted to 
be switched from a normally stable state to its other 
stable state and coupled with the output of said sec 
ond binary pulse counter and adapted to be switched 
when the count in said binary pulse counter reaches 
a predetermined quantity, with the output from said 
bistable zero insert switching means servingto intro 
duce a no-pulse condition into both the plus and 
minus levels of said storage means, 

(s) means controlled by said bistable zero insert 
switching means (r) for resetting said second binary 
pulse counter to a lower predetermined value, and 

(t) character evaluation means coupled with the out 
puts of said storage means. 

4. A character recognition system comprising: 
(a) a sensing device, 
(b) means to move a document relative to said sensing 

device, 
(c) pulse shaping means coupled with said sensing de 

vice and adapted to provide a plurality of bit repre 
senting pulses of plus and minus polarity in response 
to the passing of a character under said sensing de 
vice, the pattern of pulses being different for each 
different character to be sensed, 

(d) ?rst level storage means including a plurality of 
stages for storing ‘bit representing pulses of a positive 
polarity, 

(e) second level storage means including a plurality of 
stages for storing bit representing pulses of a nega 
tive polarity, 

(f) positive signal gating means coupled with the input 
to said ?rst level storage means, said gating means 
being normally closed, 

(g) negative signal gating means coupled with the in 
put to said second level storage means, said gating 
means being normally closed, 

(h) a positive signal control means coupled with said 
pulse shaping means and responsive to hit repre 
senting pulses of positive polarity for opening said 
positive signal gating means, 

(i) a negative signal control means coupled with said 
pulse shaping means and responsive to bit ~represent 
ing pulses of negative polarity for opening said nega 
tive gating means, 

(j) a bistable bit insert switching means adapted to be 
switched from a normally stable state to its other 
stable state, 

(k) control means coupled with said pulse shaping 
means and responsive to the trailing edge of the bit 
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12 
representing pulses for switching said bistable bit 
insert switching means from its normally stable state 
to its other stable state with the output therefrom 
being coincidentally applied to said positive signal 
gating means or negative signal gating means which 
ever is in the open condition for introducing positive 
or negative bit representing pulses into the ?rst or 
second level storage means, respectively, 

(1) pulse generating means capable of producing pulses 
of at least two different predetermined frequencies, 

(m) a pulse timing means, 
(n) gating means coupling one output of said pulse 

generator to the input of said pulse timing means, 
' said gating means being normally closed, and opera 
tive under said positive and negative signal control 
means for introducing pulses from said pulse genera 
tor into said timing means whenever there is a posi 
tive or negative pulse condition present, 

(0) a coincidence switching device coupled with the 
output of said timing means and adapted to be opera 
tive after a predetermined quantity of pulses have 
been introduced into said timing means to switch said 
bistable bit insert switching means from its normal 
state to its other stable state with the output there 
from being coincidentally applied to the positive 
signal gating means or negative signal gating means 
in the open condition for introducing either a posi 
tive or a negative bit representing pulse into the ?rst 
level storage means or the second level storage means, 
respectively, 

(p) a second timing means adapted to receive pulses 
from the second output of said pulse generating 
means under the control of said control means (k) 
when there is an absence of bit representing pulses 
from said pulse shaping means for introducing pulses 
from said pulse generator into said second timing 
means, 

(q) a bistable zero insert switching means adapted to 
be switched from a normally stable state to its other 
stable state after a predetermined quantity of pulses 
have been introduced into said second timing means, 
with the output from the bistable zero insert switch 
ing means serving to introduce a no-pulse condition 
into both the ?rst level and second level of storage 
means, and 

(r) character evaluation means coupled with the out 
puts of said storage means. 
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